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Abstract—This work presents a mixed-signal cell library built
through multiple generations of educational experiences. Digital
standard cell libraries are ubiquitous for commercial and aca-
demic IC design. Analog standard cell libraries are rare within
system-level analog design. Educational efforts in analog system
design provide a path for developing these standard cell libraries.
The effort included determining the essential blocks for this
standard cell library based on previous explorations, as well as
constraints to make the layout efficient. Analog and mixed-signal
standard cells enable compilation of a high-level description of
analog and mixed signal designs to full IC layout. A standard
cell library definition allows components designed in any process
to have broad utilization. A high-level to layout compilation
empowers rapid movement between different IC processes.

Digital standard cell design is ubiquitous for commercial

and academic IC design (Fig. 1). Very few individuals do

custom digital IC circuit or layout design unless they are

building, or are in the process of building, digital standard

cells. This intellectual structure even enables research into

automated generation of digital standard cells [1]. Digital

standard cells enable tool abstraction for compiling from

higher-level representations (e.g. [2]).

Analog and resulting mixed-signal design abstractions are

in a very different place (Fig. 1). Major companies that have

a wide array of digital standard cells (e.g. ARM) do not have

analog standard cells. Companies offering larger blocks have

struggled in commercial spaces (e.g. [3]). Previous research

efforts into analog standard cells are very few [4], [5], [6].

One can generate an initial list of generic standard cells, such

as amplifiers, comparators, DACs and ADCs, references, bias

currents, oscillators, and filters [4], [5], [7], topics one would

find in a classic analog circuit design textbook (e.g. [8]). A few

blocks (e.g. Op-amps, capacitors, and switches) could build

a filter [4]. One could make straight-forward generalizations

from digital standard cells [6]. The typical view is that analog

standard cells require considerably larger number of design

parameters for each cell than digital cells, resulting in far larger

difficulties in developing analog standard cell libraries.

Interest in larger analog computing systems was initially

fueled by neurally inspired computing and machine learning

systems in the 1980s e.g. [9] ), starting soon after the digital

VLSI approach had become an accepted practice (e.g. [10] ).

These topics have regained some of that previous momentum.

Research efforts in analog computing typically start with

building a set of initial blocks to be used in later design.

These efforts are excellent educational efforts by teams of
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Fig. 1. Digital Standard Cells empower digital synthesis tools by building
useful general abstractions (e.g. logic gates) of IC layout. Analog design does
not have an equivalent Analog Standard Cell framework, and most can not
imagine analog system synthesis. The goal of this effort is to work through
a first analog standard cell library developed through teaching analog system
design, particularly programmable and configurable analog system design.

graduate students, but rarely do such efforts build up to a

reusable set of components that can span over a range of IC

technologies. Within a few more years, the entire exercise

must be repeated. Having analog standard cell blocks for

computing, signal processing, and signal conditioning enables

quick utilization of these approaches as well as encapsulates

the wisdom of earlier generations.

This paper looks at one analog standard cell framework

based on recent analog computing ICs enabled through educa-

tional efforts (Fig. 1). Often blocks developed as part of course

activity, either for simulation or experimental results, in both

explaining part of the field to a class, or as teaching exercises

for the class. Arguably the most successful analog computing

group in the 1980s and 1990s was at Caltech and was

directly set by teaching these concepts, developing building

blocks both used experimentally (CNS 182) over 30 weeks

of class as well as openly shared with students for hands-

on design projects (CNS 184). The mixture of experimental

verification of core blocks that are commonly reused on a

common platform concepts are exactly the framework for

current standard cell methodologies. Educational experiences

are essential in this area, much like educational experiences

launched the original digital VLSI revolution [10]. As we

see renewed interest in analog neural network and machine

learning, one expects that having analog standard cells to

integrate these functions will accelerate progress in this field
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Analog Cells

Cell Type Variations

Transistors Standard (W/L=1)

(nFET + pFET) Medium (W/L = 10), Large (W/L = 100)

Transconductance (Single, Diff) Input, (W/L, large W/L) input

Amplifiers (non-FG, FG) input, (non-FG, FB bias)

Capacitors Five individual sizes, FG selectable cap

Comparator (Latched)

Transmission Gate

FG Cells

Cell Type Variations

Crossbar Cell (Same CT ) (Indirect, Direct) Prog, (1, 2x2)

FG Gate cell (Same CT ) (0, 1, 2) gate inputs, (indirect, Direct)

Special Cells

Bootstrap Current Source

Signal by Signal Multiplier

7-Bit (expandable) DAC Module

Switch-capacitor resistor

Buffers driving off-chip loads

Fig. 2. Analog Standard Cell Library using Analog and FG cells. Mixed-signal compilation would include a digital standard cell library. Analog Cells: The
analog cells utilize a number of fine-grain components (e.g. Transistors) and medium level components (e.g. Transconductance amplifiers, Comparators), for
system compilation. These cells require a finite number of options for most system cases. FG cells: The FG cells utilize two values of total FG capacitance
(CT ), with the Crossbar cell having a single smaller CT , and the FG Gate cell has a single larger CT . Digital on-chip memories use the direct FG cell.

while removing some barriers to entry in this field, particularly

eliminating the need for each group to spend significant effort

creating their own blocks as historically has been the case.

Our approach builds upon several generations of educational

experiences across a number of labs to revisit building ana-

log standard cells. Building and analyzing the results from

the educational process provides the necessary knowledge to

finishing an analog standard cell library. Likely an initial

one standard cell library won’t be universally efficient for all

applications, and yet, this initial library enables the innovation

towards multiple libraries with further innovations. Part of

the intellectual work is figuring out what blocks are essential

for a standard cell library (Sec. I), and how to make the

layout and design efficient using these cells (Sec. II). The

impact of this work would drastically decrease the design

time of larger system analog and mixed-signal ICs, and laying

a solid technology-independent foundation to abstract and

automate analog design. Analog and mixed signal designs can

be compiled from a high-level IC description, or an extension

of it, to full IC layout (e.g. GDS) given a set of standard cells,

paralleling a subroutine library for coding projects.

I. CREATING AN ANALOG STD. CELL LIBRARY

Educational experiences enable creating the definition and

the resulting development of an analog standard cell library for

IC design. Successful analog and mixed-signal courses develop

and struggle to define important computational components

constantly distilled by the finite number of weeks available

in that particular course. The IC design library would utilize

standard CMOS processes, utilizing IC design based on MOS

transistors and capacitors where resistors and capacitors are far

more expensive for typical designs. Concepts should be easily

modifiable to SOI and FinFET CMOS process nodes. Some

specializations may not be captured, such as RF transistors

that require transistors of a particular characterized topology

given the challenges of modeling RF parasitics [11].

Given the starting capabilities and assumptions from a

number of educational experiences [12], we build a first

attempt at fundamental analog standard-cell library blocks. For

our standard cell library, we assume:

• programmability is essential, and

• subthreshold and near-threshold analog design.

System analog without programmability is extremely difficult,

particularly given the extreme limitations of device mismatch

that are compounded as IC processes scale down. Systems can

be programmable as well as be insensitive to environmental

conditions such as temperature or power supply variations. A

standard cell library without programmability will grow very

large to enable at least some programmability through the large

number of cells at prefabrication design time. Near-threshold

and subthreshold design appear in most high performance

designs both given the high transconductance per unit current

available, as well as the disappearance of an above-threshold

transconductance significantly improved over the transconduc-

tance at the threshold current.

Programmable analog design changes the assumptions in

analog design enabling of required analog circuit blocks

for system-level design. Classic analog design assumes no

programmability and puts a premium on feedback around

high-gain amplifiers to guarantee sufficient accuracy in a

fixed design space. For example, a highly accurate unity

gain buffer achieves its accuracy by generating very high

(e.g. 100,000) signal gain. Programmability allows for system-

level adjustments which reduces the need for high-gain am-

plifiers to compensate for precision and mismatch, a space

developed through educational efforts (e.g. [12]). This analog

standard-cell library utilizes Floating-Gate (FG) techniques for

programmability, although other techniques could be utilized

where available. Without programmability, the set of cells is

much much larger. Effectively one is getting programmability

through numbers of elements at design time, and really only

programmability at design time.

Studies in configurable mixed-signal and analog techniques

provide alternate methods for analog standard cells and ab-

straction. D’Mello originally made a connection between

standard cells and Field Programmable Analog Arrays (FPAA)

illustrating that these are two alternate viewpoints of a similar

space[13]. Recent work in configurable tools (e.g. [14]), used

in educational directions (e.g. [12]), guides the structure of an

analog standard cell library as well as the use of higher level
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design tools similar to digital approaches (e.g. VPR/VTR [15])

using these standard cells. Decades of FPAA experience and

fundamental circuit blocks provide an analog library roadmap

and potential layout compilation. Standard cell libraries re-

quires macromodelled simulation for layout optimization, a

process already developing for configurable devices [14].

Figure 2 shows the blocks in the analog standard cell library.

These cells would be used with a digital standard cell library

for full mixed-signal capability. The standard cells in Fig. 2

have small overlap with the traditional analog circuit standard

cell definition allowing for finer granularity to enable larger

compilation from these stages. Digital blocks for mixed-signal

computation should be compiled from Verilog. Some digital

components for mixed-signal computation might be compiled

for density, such as decoders or custom shift-register / SPI

blocks. One could imagine adding additional analog or mixed-

signal cells because of their higher density, and yet, like digital

standard cell libraries, these components are not essential. And

similarly, a baseline number of cells would be necessary for

compilation like digital structures.

The analog standard cell library includes a mixture of fine

and moderate level granularity components (Fig. 2), cells

likely to be fabricated, characterized, and macromodelled for

effective high-level synthesis. Transistor standard cells include

an nFET and pFET, balancing its pitch with other topologies,

where either or both transistors can be accessed. When de-

signing with near threshold and subthreshold transistors, only

a small number of W/L ratios are required. The key factors are

selecting W/L for a sufficiently high threshold current as well

as selecting W and L large enough for low 1/f noise applica-

tions. Transconductance Amplifier cells are core cells designed

for on-chip amplification driving mostly capacitive and not

resistive loads, and therefore, these components encompass

the space of on-chip operational amplifiers. Multiple ampllifier

topologies have similar capabilities, allowing to select a single

design style (transconductance amplifiers) that would not have

added stability issues with unknown capacitive loads. The

number of W/L cases are similar to the three transistor

sizes, and are primarily for input differential pairs either for

low thermal noise [16], high threshold currents, or low 1/f

noise output voltage. Amplifier topologies also include choices

between FG for bias currents and/or amplifier inputs, as well

as single-ended or differential inputs. Cascode transistors are

set through FG programming. The programmable (FG) cells

include direct and indirect programming devices (e.g. [17]) in

a crossbar pattern, as well as slightly larger cells that may

utilize one or more input gates. The 2x2 crossbar devices take

advantage of area advantages for mirrored cells. A standard

set of test cells would enable characterizing these test cells.

II. EFFICIENT ANALOG STANDARD CELL DESIGN

After defining the cell library components, one is faced with

developing a framework for placing and routing these cells.

Targeting circuits on SoC FPAA designs [18] provide frame-

work for analog synthesis of high-level abstracted designs to a

netlist representation for place and route that then translate to
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Fig. 3. Pitch determination for the programmable standard cell library. (a) A
typical cell pitch would be three crossbar switches (indirectly programmed),
given the experience of FPAA structures where most analog components
fit vertically within three crossbar elements. The cell typically have power
supplies running along the top of the cell, or have particular metal vias to
higher level metals. (b) Typical FPAA routing infrastructure utilizes three
lines for many elements, including transconductance amplifiers and transistors,
where each routing circle is an indirect-FG switch (e.g. [18]).

connections to particular analog and digital components [14],

[19]. These tools include a range of realistic macromodeling

that enables simulation at multiple levels [14], [20]. A similar

design flow would would target this design library (e.g. LEF,

GDS, and timing info) towards a custom IC layout. One early

attempt simply just paralleled early digital efforts in this area

without specific analog system level experiences [6].

Standard cells tend to utilize a single standard cell pitch, or

a selectable pitch, to allow cells to easily connect along the

same row (Fig. 3). The pitch constrains the overall IC layout.

Borrowing from FPAA designs, where three routing lines are

required for an transconductance amplifier, T-gate, transistor,

and many other elements (e.g. [21]), a typical pitch size

would likely be the vertical size of three Indirect Programmed

Crossbar Cells built in the target IC process (Fig. 3). The cell

layout should constrain routing to the first two metal levels,

with via contacts to higher level metals as connection points.

Higher level metals can route over these cells as required,

although some protection might be used (e.g. ground plane
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Fig. 4. Illustration of a mixed signal chip with using programmable analog
standard cell elements, including infrastructure for programming these cells.
Particular cells will have programmable parameters that might utilize direct
(D) or indirect (I) programming, requiring that the device be placed along the
corresponding vertical measurement line.

for metal 3) for more sensitive analog components.

Figure 4 shows the constraints on placement for routing

analog standard cells. We expect additional constraints when

integrating analog and digital standard cells on the same

die, particularly as they likely have different pitch width,

likely resulting in analog and digital components on different

rows in a particular block. Figure 4 shows FG programming

infrastructure requiring direct (D) and indirect (I) columns

/ rows. FG standard cells could utilize either indirect or

direct programming, requiring different columns for effective

programming. The library components can be utilized in a

number of ways. A crossbar block would be utilized for

a switch matrix, a memory array, or for computing several

weighted-input sums.

III. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We presented an analog cell library for CMOS processes

built through multiple generations of educational experiences,

as well as multiple generations of FPAA ICs and tools [21].

The effort included determining the essential blocks for this

standard cell library based on previous explorations (e.g. [12]),

as well as constraints to make the layout efficient. Analog

and mixed-signal standard cells can enable compilation of a

high-level description of analog and mixed signal designs to

full IC layout. Having a standard cell library definition allows

components designed in any process to have broad utilization.

A high-level to layout compilation empowers rapid movement

between different IC processes. Scaling configurable designs

admit both higher density ( 100× from 350nm to 40nm) and

lower energy and power (100× lower from 350nm to 40nm),

while lowering commercial cost per computation from existing

designs [22]. Analog designers can develop a set of cells that

immediately have impact in any IC process, rapidly improving

portability of designs between different IC processes. We

expect these techniques will have an impact on the design

of new generations of custom mixed-signal ICs, particularly

impacting the next generations of configurable ICs [21].

The opportunities from on-chip programmable analog cir-

cuit design enable this standard cell library definition [12].

Programmability transforms on-chip analog design from se-

lecting many W/L values for setting bias currents to directly

programming these currents values, programming that happens

after fabrication and can directly be employed in a fielded part

with precision (e.g. [21], [23], [24]). One can program the

bias current of a FG transistor over the entire subthreshold

and above threshold range (e.g. 1pA to 10µA), and com-

pletely different parameters could be available after fabrication

(e.g. [25]). These programmable bias currents directly set the

desired transconductance, output resistances, thermal noise

level, and time constants, where the programmability allows

for direct elimination of mismatch after IC fabrication. Using

the three available W/L values, different W/L are available

through parallel and series transistor combinations. This tra-

jectory maps well to scaled-down technologies that restrict

the number of W/L available. Programmability enables high-

precision system design by giving confidence of signal gains,

offsets, and time-constants without the need for high-precision

passive components in feedback around amplifiers to guarantee

a precise parameter. These techniques allow for a range

of open-loop, or near open-loop, amplifier topologies with

selectable gains (e.g. capacitor choices) for the desired signal

devices. The larger and smaller W/L values allows one to make

other key design choices such as having a higher or lower

threshold current (Ith) for a particular transistor, or making

design choices for improved 1/f noise performance (e.g. [16]).

These new opportunities comes from new techniques in analog

design, techniques that can be abstracted to enable the user

through the use of analog high-level synthesis (e.g. for FPAAs

[14]) and these standard-cell opportunities. These approaches

allow constructing a complete set of computations over a wide

range of features and capabilities, worked out over generations

of FPAA designs (e.g. [21]).

One expects that a standard cell library would be expanded

given the perspectives of the particular library designer as

well as the opportunities given by a particular IC process.

For example, although most CMOS processes do not have

(vertical) BJT devices, where a process allows or where a

designer’s perspective requires a BJT device or related circuits,

these structures could be added to a standard cell library.

One expects there will be specialized cells for specialized

interfacing of off-chip components. And yet, the specialized

design of these components could find wider use than the

single application for which they were designed. And although

such a standard cell library is expandable for these functions,

this initial analog library encompasses a very wide range of

on-chip analog functions with a minimum number of cells.
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